PUT US TO WORK FOR YOU. To learn more about what Bloomberg for Education can do for your academic institution, e-mail us at universities@bloomberg.net.
“BLOOMBERG IS THE INDUSTRY STANDARD. AS A PROFESSOR, IT ALLOWS ME TO BRING THE REAL WORLD INTO THE CLASSROOM.”

R. STAFFORD JOHNSON, Professor of Finance, Williams College of Business, Xavier University
INTRODUCING BLOOMBERG FOR EDUCATION

“At Duke, we try to give our students the best educational and career tools available and Bloomberg is one of them.”
JOHN CACCALA, Executive Director, Financial Economics Center, Duke University

INTEGRATE THEORY WITH REAL-WORLD PRACTICE
Preparing students for the realities of a difficult labor market is more challenging today than ever before. Bloomberg for Education gives your institution an advantage by empowering students with the hands-on knowledge and real-world experience they will need to compete. Bloomberg for Education brings financial leadership into the classroom by exposing students to the industry-leading platform for news, data, analytical tools and research that drives the global marketplace.

For more than 20 years, Bloomberg has been committed to helping universities incorporate our service into academic programs worldwide in order to better equip students with the skills demanded by today’s top employers. Bloomberg for Education is also supported by our industry-leading customer support teams that provide on-site training and teach you how to integrate our service into your curriculum. Bloomberg offers a pricing plan available only to colleges and universities that provides additional terminals, at no extra charge, with a minimum purchase.

EMPOWER YOUR STUDENTS
Universities around the globe use Bloomberg to bring the real world of finance into the classroom, providing students with access to the same information platform used by leading decision makers in business, finance and government.

ENRICH YOUR CURRICULUM
With Bloomberg for Education, students can deepen both their research and classwork while learning how to analyze financial markets, assess economic scenarios, and interpret the key news events that impact the global economy. The skills they develop from this experience provide them with the confidence and advantage they need to compete in today’s job market.

LEVERAGE BLOOMBERG TO SUPPORT MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES
Provide your students with the same platform used by the world’s leading banks, corporations and government agencies to enhance their academic studies across a wide range of disciplines.

FINANCE & ECONOMICS
- Portfolio Theory
- Securities Analysis
- Derivatives
- Corporate Finance
- Investment Banking
- Financial Engineering
- International Trade
- Accounting
- Foreign Exchange

ADDITIONAL DISCIPLINES
- Health Care & Pharmaceuticals
- Energy
- Agriculture
- Journalism
- Real Estate
- Government
- Public Policy

SUPPORTING RESEARCH & APPLIED STUDIES
- Library Reference Resource
- Investment Clubs
- Academic Trading Floors
Bloomberg gives your students access to exclusive news stories as they break. Teach your students how to follow and interpret the market-moving events that professional traders and money managers rely on to stay informed and make critical financial decisions.

**News**

- More than 5,000 original news stories each day
- 30,000+ aggregated news sources
- Coverage from 146 bureaus in 72 countries

**Analytics**

Move students from the hypothetical to the real world by using Bloomberg to perform historical market analysis, compare different investment strategies and analyze specific companies and industries.

- More than 15,000 indices and 100+ metrics
- Coverage of 45,000+ companies in 108 countries
- 2,800 fundamental data items and financial ratios

**Data**

Empower your students with the Bloomberg Excel Add-In. Using simple one-click data export features, students can leverage real-time and historical data within the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL® service to fuel their spreadsheets. They will be able to monitor, manipulate and analyze data and create the same types of financial models that professionals rely on to make real-world business decisions.

**Research**

Enrich your curriculum, whether you are looking at broad economic trends, specific company research, sophisticated trading strategies, or anything in between.

“Students who graduate with Bloomberg experience gain a huge advantage in the early stages of their career.”

**Brooke Coby, Head of Campus Recruitment, RBS Global Banking**

**EXCEL TEMPLATE LIBRARY**

Access more than 100 pre-designed Microsoft Excel® templates to suit your needs.
“STUDENTS WHO USE BLOOMBERG LEARN TO SPEAK THE LANGUAGE OF WALL STREET.”

JAMES RILEY, Jr., Adjunct Professor, Adelphi University; Former Partner and Managing Director, Goldman Sachs

INTEGRATING BLOOMBERG INTO YOUR CURRICULUM

In addition to Bloomberg’s world-class 24/7 customer support, you will have access to a team of Bloomberg specialists who will assist and advise you through every step of the process.

FACULTY SUPPORT
• We provide personalized one-on-one training by Bloomberg experts who can help teach students directly in a classroom setting.
• Bloomberg Essentials training program offers instructional videos and online tests to certify course completion.

STUDENT SUPPORT
• Access 24/7 live support instantly in more than 15 languages.
• Bloomberg University, our online training resource, allows students to deepen knowledge and skill through self-guided courses.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• We provide total support for installing a single terminal or building a Financial Markets Lab.
• Experience seamless integration with your university’s IT system and teaching environment.

JAMES RILEY, Jr., Adjunct Professor, Adelphi University; Former Partner and Managing Director, Goldman Sachs
The founding vision in 1981 was to create an information services, news and media company that provides business and financial professionals with the tools and data they need on a single, all-inclusive platform. The success of Bloomberg is due to the constant innovation of our products, unrivaled dedication to customer service and the unique way in which we constantly adapt to an ever-changing marketplace. The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service is a powerful and flexible tool for financial professionals—whatever their needs—in cash and derivatives markets as diverse as equities, currencies, commodities, money markets, government and municipal securities, mortgages, indices, insurance, and legal information. The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service seamlessly integrates the very best in real-time data, news and analytics.

In addition, Bloomberg users benefit from on-demand multimedia content, extensive electronic trading capabilities, and a superior communications platform. Bloomberg customers include influential decision makers in finance, business and government. By offering all of this assistance and functionality to users on a single platform, for a single price, business and financial professionals recognize the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service as the definitive tool for achieving their goals.

“LEARNING BLOOMBERG IS A NECESSARY PREPARATION TO COMPETE IN TODAY’S FINANCIAL MARKETPLACE.”

TOM DiGALOMA, Senior Managing Director & Head of Fixed Income Rates Trading, Guggenheim Securities